Cotunnelling transport through a quantum dot (QD) is one of the simplest quantum many-body e®ects. In the Coulomb-blockade regime, when sequential tunnelling of single electrons in a dot is suppressed, only two (or more) electrons may tunnel in the correlated manner: into and simultaneously out of the dot leaving dot's charge unchanged. We study experimentally as well as theoretically the cotunneling transport in a carbon nanotube quantum dot for even and odd occupancy regimes. In both regimes characteristic cotunneling resonances were observed in the transport current I as a function of magnetic¯eld B centered at B = 0 (B > 0) for odd (even) dot's occupancy. While for odd occupancy the signal is associated with the Kramers doublet, for the odd occupancy it is related to the singlet-triplet transition (STT). This experimental setup (I vs. B) provides clear separation between elastic and inelastic cotunneling components. Di®erent coupling strengths of the QD's levels allow mapping of the STT model into the model of a QD attached to ferromagnetic leads, where the non-equilibrium spin accumulation and spin-dependent transport are expected. The theoretical study of the second order perturbation theory agrees well with the experiment, which allows precisē t of the cotunneling line shape and extraction of the information about e®ective spin asymmetry, spin accumulation, and spin-°ip relaxation in the dot.
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